Dragon Charmers Trilogy

All three books in this series - in one
volume!
Are you looking for a light
fantasy read suitable for the entire family?
One that will take you to a place of magic
and dragons... Read it as an adult, read it to
your younger children, or read alone as a
confident
reader.
You
wont
be
disappointed!
Mountains of Fire In a
world where they can be sung into
submission by dragon charmers, people
have forgotten the true power of dragons...
but when feral red dragons seize a royal
prince, that power threatens everything.
Logan lives with Zared, and elderly and
absent-minded wizard, in Shanoria - the
Kingdom of the Dragons. His closest friend
is Alyxa, a dragon charmer with the rare
gift of soothing and commanding dragons.
But not all dragons are tame, and when
feral Reds kidnap the crown prince, Logan
and Alyxa are thrust into a fast-paced
adventure.
Valley of Silver In the
exciting sequel to Mountains of Fire, the
spell binding the fearsome Red Dragons is
weakening, and when they break free they
will seek a terrible revenge. With the help
of Silverhorn and Braveheart, Logan and
Alyxa flee in search of Logans long-lost
parents, who hold the key to defeating the
red dragons.
With Logan unable to do
magic, and his elderly wizard grandfather
losing his memory, the future looks grim...
But Logan refuses to give in and together
with Alyxa, Myles and Eric he battles the
red dragons once more. Caverns of Gold
It has been a year since the red and gold
dragons were defeated at Silver Haven.
They thought they had seen the last of the
dragons... When Logan realises that the
threat of the dragons from The Rift is still
very real, he goes in search of Zared to put
it right... But Zared is gone and the fate of
Silver Haven rests on Logan and his
friends. In the exciting conclusion to the
Dragon Charmers series, Logan must travel
down to the heart of the home of the
dragons - the Caverns of Gold!
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